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 Abstract – In this paper a new fast vision-based Object 
Segmentation technique by extracting straight line features from 
the indoor scenes is proposed. An indoor space scene always 
contains natural structures like doors, walls, ceilings and floor 
which have clear straight lines and large homogeneous color 
surfaces that can be stably detected to form the objects. The 
objects bounded with lines are very suitable for Indoor Mobile 
Robot to quickly detect, save as natural landmarks and use in 
visual SLAM. Compared with the POI (point of interest) features 
like Harris corner, the line features not only are more robust to 
changes of scale and illumination, but also can provide more 
structural information of the indoor environment. This algorithm 
works in real time and is stable against variation of illumination. 
The main idea of the method is combining straight lines to form 
lots of convex polygons. Polygons with homogenous color are 
kept and adjacent polygons with similar color are merged by a 
merge test process. A fast line segmentation and fitting method is 
proposed to improve the line detection efficiency and half edge 
structure is added to simplify the polygon generation process. 
Finally experiment results demonstrate the accuracy and 
robustness of the proposed algorithm in real indoor 
environments.  
 
 Index Terms –   object segmentation, visual SLAM, natural 
landmark, indoor scenes, mobile robot   
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 During the last decade the research about indoor mobile 
robot have been paid more attention by academe and various 
kinds of indoor service mobile robots have emerged with 
varying degree of success. However, it is still an unsolved 
problem for the indoor mobile robots to get enough 
information about the environment to generate a map and 
relocate them quickly in the map. The problem is represented 
as the simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) 
problem. Extended Kalman Filter is widely used to minimize 
the localization and mapping error simultaneous, but it is very 
sensitive to data association [1].  
 In order to get perfect data association, various kinds of 
sensors are used on mobile robot, and it has been shown that 
ranger senor based SLAM techniques using laser work well in 
real indoor environment. However, due to the high cost, speed, 
power consumption and safely problems, these active sensors-
based SLAM methods have some limitations in practical 
applications. Moreover, since these ranger sensors usually 
provide not enough unique information of landmarks to 
support the data association, many other measurements should 
be combined to solve the relocation problem. Compared to the 

active laser sensor, the vision sensor is very low cost and can 
obtain a huge amount of information from a single shot of 
passive measurement. Therefore, many works have been 
proposed to use vision sensors for localization and mapping in 
last decade [2][4][5][6][7]. However, until now, most vision-
based SLAM techniques have employed POI or line-like 
landmarks with varying degree of success. 
 In consideration of the specific characteristic of indoor 
scenes that there are many natural structures like doors, walls, 
ceilings and floor which always contain many straight lines 
and large homogeneous color surface which can be stably 
detected with camera, we proposed a new natural landmark 
detection method that using fast vision-based object 
segmentation technique to generate objects. This approach to 
natural landmark detection has several advantages. First, the 
line feature which we used to form an object landmark are 
robust to noise, the noise on a few points usually does not 
affect the position and orientation of the line substantially. 
Second, the line feature provides more accurate angular 
orientation estimation, while the orientation error is the 
dominant factor in the error propagation of mobile robot. 
Finally, the quick object segmentation method based on line 
and color features can extract steady object landmark, which 
will greatly improve the accuracy of line matching.  
Otherwise, the object landmark provides more structure 
information of the indoor environment than other landmarks 
and can greatly help to generate more practical maps for 
mobile robot to complete many complex tasks beyond the 
navigation. 
 Our proposed method is developed and works on AIM 
platform. The AIM (see fig.1) is an indoor service robot 
developed by our lab. The architecture of AIM is based on the 
classic 3T-architecture which consists of three hierarchical 
layers. The lowest layer is in charge of feedback control loops 
of the wheels and connection with robot sensors like sonar and 
PTZ camera. The highest layer is a planning system that 
decomposes a whole task to a sequence of basic tasks the 
robot can perform in real-time. The intermediate layer 
connects the lower reactive layer and the upper decision 
making layer as a coordination manager. 
 This paper is organized as follows. After discussing the 
related works in the next section, we present a new kind of  
line segmentation and fitting method which have high 
execution efficiency, Section IV describe the proposed fast 
object segmentation method based on line and color. Finally in 
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Section V, we test the proposed object segmentation technique 
in real indoor environment and give the experimental results. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Indoor wheeled Mobile Robot 
 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 In the past few years, many works have been proposed to 
use vision sensors to get environment information. Some of 
them try hard to use only lots of corners and few lines to 
describe the indoor scenes and then build maps. While others 
making great efforts on image understanding and scene 
analysis.  

A. Vision-based natural landmark 
 Lowe (2004) [2] developed triclops-vision system that 
used their own wide baseline matching technique: SIFT (Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform) [3]. They find extreme point on 
three Dimensionalities in DOG pictures as interesting point, 
and then compare each interesting point using the SIFT 
descriptor which is partially invariant to small scale, affine 
and rotation changes. By matching SIFT points in two pictures 
from stereo camera, 3D SIFT features are obtained as the 
landmarks. Because of the high computation cost of SIFT, 
powerful computer is required to run such system in real time. 
 Jeong and Lee (2006) [5] proposed a fast and accurate 
EKF-based SLAM system, called CV (Ceiling Vision)-
SLAM, which consists of a single camera with wide angle lens 
of 150 degree pointing upward direction, and employed Harris 
corner and line features as landmark. The ceiling vision 
involves only rotation and affine transform without scale 
change. For this reason they solve the data association 
problem perfectly by using 3D gradient orientation estimation 
method and multi-view description of landmarks. However, 
the CV-SLAM has its own nature restriction that it cannot 
obtain information of obstacles which lay on the floor. 
 Recently, Mark Cummins and Paul Newman (2008) [6] 
present a Fast appearance-based SLAM, called FAB-MAP, 
which has been shown to operate in real time over trajectories 
of 1000km with high precise. The essential of the FAB-MAP 
is that it learns a probabilistic model of scene appearance 
online using a generative model of visual word observations 
and a sensor model which explains missed observations of 
visual words. Their system use the SURF detector which is a 

simplification of SIFT to reduce the processing time. However 
the high computation cost of SURF is still too expensive to 
most indoor mobile robots without hardware acceleration. 

B. Object segmentation and scene analysis  
 Many segmentation algorithms have been proposed in the 
last decade [7]. These techniques produce good results but are 
not applicable for extracting objects in robot vision.  
 Mean-shift [8] is proposed by D. Comaniciu in 2002 and 
is widespread used in image segmentation and object tracking. 
The main idea of the Mean-shift is to locate the maxima of a 
density function given discrete data sampled from the local 
window. The application of the segmentation method based on 
Mean-shift to an indoor image is shown in the figure 2 (left.) 
Boundaries with different colors in the figure denote different 
regions segmented by the method. The figure shows that light 
reflections would produce arbitrary boundaries which not exist 
in the environment. Furthermore, a set of points describing the 
regions gives no information about their structure. No 
relationship of the regions is provided, nor is any information 
about which section of a boundary should corresponds to an 
edge of region. 
 Color-Structure-Code [9] is another classic algorithm in 
image processing. The application of the method to the same 
indoor image is shown in figure 2 (right.) The disadvantages 
of the method are similar to the Mean-shift. No line-like 
boundaries of regions are provided and too sensitive to 
illumination. 
 Therefore, extensive post processing of segmented 
regions is necessary to indentify significant structures in both 
of the case above. Other edge-based approaches like edge-
flow cannot provide structure information either.    
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Mean Shift (left) and Color-Structure-Code (right) segmentation 
 
 In order to extract structures quickly for indoor mobile 
robot, M. Rous proposed a vision-based object segmentation 
method in 2005, called indoor-space scene analysis (ISSA,) 
that aim at detecting the floor, bottom lines and doors with the 
help of color, gradient, and line features [10]. The ISSA 
system is a multi-level segmentation approach considering 
edges as well as regions. In the system, lines are detected 
using Hough-Transformation and intersections of all lines are 
determined to generate all polygons in a grid. Color 
homogeneity is checked between neighbor polygons and 
adjacent color homogeneous polygons are merged. Some 
experiments show that the system works well in real 
environment and produce acceptable results [10].  
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 However, the orientation-selective Hough-Transformation 
which used to detect lines in ISSA system may produce false 
lines that greatly increase the number of polygons and divide 
the object into pieces. 
 

III. FAST LINE SEGMENTATION AND FITTING 

 It has been proved that the Hough-Transformation can 
offer all of the lines in an image robustly. However the 
method also has unavoidable disadvantages. The biggest one 
lies in that the process adopts the voting procedure which 
takes plenty of time. Otherwise, the method may generate 
some virtual lines which not exist and connect the line 
segmentations which are not on the same line.  
 In order to find line segmentations quickly, we proposed a 
fast line segmentation and fitting algorithm which consists of 
three steps as follows. The all process is based on the edge 
image result of canny.  

 A. Edge thinning 
 The edge result of canny maybe not only one pixel width 
everywhere, so the first step is thinning the edge. The 
structuring element L from the Golay alphabet [11] which is 
used in this process is given by the following equation (1).  
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 There may remain some four-connected pixels after 
thinning with the structuring element L. Those pixels can be 
removed with the following four elements in equation (2). 
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B. Point link chain finding 
 After edge thinning, all edges are only one pixel width for 
line extraction. Point link chains are generated as described in 
figure 3. Start from an edge point and continuous find the next 
adjacent edge point until reach the max curvature threshold or 
there is no next edge point. Notice that the string high at range 
of 5 pixels is used to approximate the actual curvature here. 

Only chains under the min length threshold are kept for the 
next step. 
 

Start with a edge point

Find next edge point?

Under curvature 
threshold?

N

YY

Under length threshold?

Add point to chain and 
remove the pixel in image

N

Y

N

Kept the point link chain
 

 
Fig. 3 Flow-process diagram of point link chain generation 

 

C. Line fitting 
 Two forms of equation are used in this step to describe a 
straight line depending on the situation. Equation (3) is used 
only when the line is parallel to the X axis. On other 
conditions the equation (4) is used and the least square fitting 
is adopted to get the precise line parameters (see equation 5). 
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IV. FAST OBJECT SEGMENTATION 

 As we discussed above, the classical point-based image 
segmentation method cannot provide structure information of 
regions and not suitable for visual natural landmark detection. 
The ISSA proposed by M. Rous using straight line to form 
convex polygons is a valuable attempt to extract structure 
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information in indoor scenes and get acceptable results under 
various illuminations. Nevertheless, the ISSA is not perfect 
because it can reach only 5 frames per second while wasting a 
lot of time on plenty of virtual polygons.  
 In order to reduce the execution time, a fast line 
segmentation and fitting method that described in section III is 
used to replace the OTH method, and half edge structure is 
added to simplify the polygon generation process. The process 
of the improved fast object segmentation method is shown in 
figure 4, and described in the following: 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Overview of processing 
 

A. Edge detection 
 Fast and exact edge detection is a major precondition for 
line detection. Canny-Filter is widely used for edge detection 
and has been proved to be a fast and effective approach. So it 
is a good choice for us to use Canny-Filter to detect edges. 

B. Line segmentation and fitting 
 In order to get real lines exactly, we proposed a three-step 
method for extracting line features. 

1) Edge thinning. 
2) Get acceptable point link chains with max curvature 

threshold and min length threshold. 
3) Obtain line parameters using least square fitting. 

C. Intersection and half edge finding 
 To generate polygons, we need to calculate all 
intersections of straight lines in image (include the four 
boundary lines of the image) first and then arrange the 
intersections that belong to the same line according to the X 
value. The following algorithm is used to find all possible half 
edges. 

1) Choose a line segment. 
2) Start from one endpoint of the line segment.  
3) Save the now point as p1 and the next intersection on 

the line as p2, generate two half edges: p1-p2 and p2-
p1. 

4) Go on with 3 until reach the other endpoint. 
5) Repeat 1 until all lines are counted. 

D. Convex polygon generation 
 Choose a line, start form an intersection and follow the 
line, turn right when encounter another intersection, repeat the 
turn right strategy until reach the start point, then a convex 
polygon is generated. The detail process is described as 
follows: 

1) Choose a line. 
2) Start from any intersection on the line that unreached. 
3) Travel to another intersection following the line. 
4) Check if the half edge that consists the now 

intersection and the last intersection is used. If not 
used, continue. Else return 2. 

5) Turn right. 
6) Go on with 3 until reach the starting intersection. 
7) Repeat 2 until all intersection on the line are reached. 
8) Choose another line and repeat the process until all 

lines are counted. 

E. Polygon check 
 In the huge number of possible polygons, we want to find 
a way to distinguish the real polygons from the false ones and 
merge adjacent polygons that belong to the same object. So 
the following laws are presented to obtain the acceptable 
polygons. 

1) Polygons which are homogeneous in YUV-Space are 
kept. 

2) Adjacent polygons with similar mean color are only 
merged if no line segment exists between them (see 
figure 5). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Region 1 and 2 are merged since they are similar in color and not 
separated by any line segment. 

 
 All inner points of each convex polygon are collected and 
then the standard deviation of the color values in the YUV-
Space is calculated to present the homogeneous degree of the 
polygon in color as following equation (6). H denotes the 
homogeneous degree and k is a constant coefficient. Only 
polygons with H value above the particular threshold are 
considered as homogeneous in color and kept for the next test. 
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 Traditional methods of computing color similarity of 
regions always use color histogram. Because the kept 
polygons are homogeneous in color after the above test, we 
use a simpler and direct method to calculate Color similarity 
between two adjacent polygons using the mean color [12] (see 
equation 7).  
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V.  EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 We test the whole process on a computer (2.6GHz) with 
images of the dimension  384  288. Results show that the 
program can reach 13 frames per second and give good object 
segments.  
 Fig.6 shows the results of the new Fast Vision-based 
Object Segmentation method in a common corridor scene. The 
scene contains objects like door, floor, and wall, all of which 
have straight outlines.  Line segmentation result in image (III) 
covers most of the obvious outlines. Image (V) contains some 
virtual polygons because of light reflection.  After polygon 
homogeneous color test and merge test, Objects are obtained 
and shown in image (VI). 
 

 
 
Fig.6 Object segmentation of a corridor scene. Edge detect result using canny 
is show in (II);Line segmentation result is shown in (III); All intersections of 

line are plotted in (IV);Generated polygons are illustrated with different colors 
in (V) and  polygons which are considered as object are demonstrated in (VI). 
 

The whole execution time of object segmentation is less 
than 80ms, which means 13 frames per second and can well 
satisfy the real-time SLAM requirements. Details of execution 
time results are in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

EXECUTION TIME OF OBJECT SEGMENTATION 
Process Execution time(ms) 

Preprocess 8.251 
Edge detection 1.734 
Line segmentation and fitting 9.769 
Intersection calculation 0.928 
Polygon generation 1.965 
Polygon homogeneous color test 51.221 
Polygon mergence 0.193 
Total 75.121 

 
Line segmentation and fitting process using the proposed 

method takes less than 10ms, which is only about 20% of the 
OTH approach. 

Polygon homogeneous color test occupy over 60% of the 
whole execution time. It is because that the process of finding 
all inner points of polygon and color value statistics are 
complex hard works. If higher efficient is required, we can use 
circum-rectangle to find all inner points and reach 20 frames 
per second with little veracity deterioration.  

As figure 7 shows, our approach to vision-based object 
segmentation is about twice as fast as the ISSA system under 
the same situation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Compare our approach with ISSA on execution time. 
 

More segmentation results are shown in the Fig.8. It is 
clearly proved that the method can give acceptable result in 
most simple indoor scenes. Especially in the first scene, the 
algorithm got reasonable segments under uneven illumination.  
Nevertheless, it is necessary to point out that the good results 
depend on good parameters. Some important parameters such 
as color homogeneous threshold, color similarity threshold, 
and line length threshold, have great influence on the results. 
In order to get perfect segments under any indoor conditions, 
we need to consider parameter adaptive and make the method 
more practical in the future work. 
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Fig.8 Object segmentation results. 
 

V.  CONCLUSION 

 In this paper a fast vision-based object segmentation 
technique was proposed to detect natural landmarks for mobile 
robot in common indoor environment. The method can extract 
the structure information of indoor scenes like walls, doors, 
floors and ceilings by finding straight lines and then 
generating convex polygons. Homogeneous color test and 
merge test are taken to find real objects in polygons. 
 The whole process of the method takes under 80ms. In the 
near future further development on the method is aimed at 
more robust. Polygon-based object descriptor will be 
developed and the method will be used in our visual SLAM 
system as natural landmark extracting module. 
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